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Company Profile
Incorporation: 1986/10/24
IPO: 1999/6/3
Stock code: 2465
Capital: 536 million NTD
Chairman & CEO: K.S. Lu
Headquarters: Taipei
Subsidiaries: China and Japan
Number of employees: 370



NTD in MillionREVENUES



Company Org. Chart
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A Leading Brand of Graphics 
Cards for 35 years

A full range of consumer/professional graphics cards, powered by the latest Ampere architecture, 
support real-time ray tracing and artificial intelligence technology, providing high quality and diverse 
products to completely meet the needs of the market.



WinFast Series
NVIDIA-Certified Workstations NVIDIA DGX A100

WinFast Series
Servers

AI Cloud Computing Total Solution
• AI/Deep Learning and CUDA Training Courses
• AI Development Project Collaboration
• System Planning, software Integration
• GPU Technical Service, maintenance Service



AI Management Software
The AIDMS management process uses a graphical interface. Users do not need to write programs 
(No-Code). Start AI deep learning and model training with one click, complete training and verification 
in three days, and quickly implement application in seven days. Even users who don't understand AI 
and codes can quickly realize AI digital transformation with Leadtek's assistance.

No-Code AI process management platform
AIDMS achieves continuously improving smart 

automated manufacturing
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Leadtek Zero Client & Thin Client

INTEGRATION ‧ SECURITY ‧ CREATIVITY ‧ GREEN ‧ SCALABILITY

Leadtek delivers truly astounding graphics, outstanding 
power efficiency, and highly reliable endpoints for VDI 
applications. Optimized for the latest VDI solutions 
including VMware, Citrix and Microsoft, Leadtek Zero 
Client & Thin Client endpoints are designed to meet all 
types of user's demands and preferences.



NVIDIA DLI Course
Leadtek is an NVIDIA authorized deep learning institute (DLI), and the courses are taught by Leadtek lecturers 
who are qualified NVIDIA DLI instructors. Nearly 500 school and corporate training sessions have been 
completed in Shanghai and Taipei, spanning across schools, finance, IT, medical, automobile manufacturing, 
and many other industries.

DLI+ 
Use NVIDIA Jetson Nano
to create your first AI work

DLI
NVIDIA Official 
Certificate



NVIDIA Omniverse Enterprise
Leadtek is the Asia-Pacific distributor of the NVIDIA Omniverse Enterprise platform.
Creators, designers, and engineers can integrate users and top professional 3D design tools on the 
Omniverse platform. As updates, iterations and changes do not require data preparation, they are 
instantly reflected to simplify the work process.



Leadtek Big Data Solution

應用領域

We assist in the construction of data collection, modeling and cleaning, data 
storage, data acquisition, data analysis, decision-making models, and intelligent 
imaging platforms to help users in efficient management, precise focus on 
development strategies, and create value.

Provide efficiency-optimized information products and services that help 
decision making

Fields of application



全民健保申報智能輔助系統

ProfitPoint

• Facilitate the optimization of the reporting operations of medical institutions, and 
reduce the burden of tedious and repetitive tasks for users

• Through the verification mechanism, reduce the risk of being deleted and 
indirectly increase the number of declared benefit points

• Get instant and highly reliable data analysis results quickly and immediately

• Remind the declaration optimization/doubtful 
items to reduce the omission of manual 
inspection

• Real-time presentation of data analysis charts 
related to declarations

• Assist the hospital to grasp key information 
about medical decision-making in advance

Intelligent assistant system for national 
health insurance declaration



NVIDIA DRIVE 
Self-driving Car Development Kit

NVIDIA DRIVE NVIDIA DRIVE AGX Pegasus NVIDIA DRIVE AGX Xavier

NVIDIA DRIVE® embedded supercomputing platforms process data from camera, radar, and lidar sensors to 
perceive the surrounding environment, localize the car to a map, and plan and execute a safe path forward.



AI Noise Cancelling TWS Earbuds
Using system-in-package (SiP) chips and Leadtek independently developed AI Based oc_NS
call noise reduction technology.



H100
household transmission box

Hospital discharge risk 
assessment 

(To avoid hospital readmission 
soon)

Rehabilitation at 
home 

(Assessing post-surgery 
heart & lung functions)

Referrals 
(10-second quick screening)

Quick 
screening

Physical and Mental Health Management
AI Platform

Care at home
(Daily measurement, such as blood 

pressure)

DxPatch ECG & 
heart sounds recorder

DxPatch ECG & 
heart sounds recorder Health examination at 

hospital
(PCG 18018b)amor H2 Plus / 

amor H2 Pro
H2 Health band

Fingertip pulse oximeter

Household

Clinic/Physical 
check-up

Community/
workplace

AI Smart Medical Solution

Health Kiosk

Risk evaluation
(ECG/heart sounds/blood 

pressure/blood sugar/
cholesterol/smoking/Blood 

oxygen …)

Hospital

HRV/ HRV Guard Portable 
ECG Recorder/Stethoscope 

Recording Device



Fingertip Pulse Oximeter Global sales 
offices

Leadtek merged the world-renowned oximeter brand Alvital into its smart 
medical product line in 2019, further expanding its smart medical lineup. The 
Alvital fingertip pulse oximeter is designed, developed and manufactured in 
Taiwan.



Pulse Oximeter-Rankings 
in Japanese Sales Channels

Sales Channels

#1 in Beauty Appliances. 
Health Appliances> Health Care. Measurement

> Other measuring devices

#2 in Health Appliances> Health Care. 
Measurement > Pulse Oximeter

#1 in Pulse Oximeter
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